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Putting
fragrance
first

03

From celebrity-endorsed scents to
exclusive ingredients and new packaging
innovations, suppliers share their
strategies for growth. By Faye Rowe.
Shopping for fragrances has
become synonymous with travel
retail and people’s appetite for
scents has helped to build them a
valuable business in the channel.
So what’s happening now?

development with Rihanna, thus giving it
authenticity and, therefore, credibility. The
true Rihanna fan, and there are millions
of them, will perceive this the minute they
see the product. They are looking for a
real connection with the superstar and if
the fragrance does not reflect Rihanna’s

“The search for ingredients, packaging

persona the consumer will not buy it.”

materials and decoration techniques

Paris Hilton has given her fragrances a

that are beautiful, healthy as well as

boost by being very active in promoting

ecologically responsible is an ongoing

them over the last seven years through

quest,” said Lesbia Röner-Hansen, vice

a series of personal public appearance

president, international sales, Parlux

events. “As a result, the consumer

(Green Village M64). However, with top

is familiar with Paris’ persona and

launches including Reb’l Fleur by Rihanna,

appreciates when the fragrance is true

I Fancy You by Jessica Simpson, Unltd.

to their perception of her personality and

and Ecko Blue by Marc Ecko, as well as

charisma,” said Röner-Hansen.

the Vince Camuto Collection for women by

Another company involved in celebrity

“Ingredients are received and preferred

American designer Vince Camuto, which

scents is Falic Fashion Group (FFG) (Red

differently across different regions –

will be introduced to the travel retail

Village K25). On top of its existing portfolio

whether it’s white florals or tuberose

community during the exhibition,

of Perry Ellis fragrances, which are sold

versus citrus and woody notes, we’ve

Parlux is set to generate a huge amount

all over the world, the company has

noticed that every region has very different

of interest from buyers.

recently launched Eva by Eva Longoria

preferences,” said Scott Berg, brand

“We stand out of the crowd by

and Jennifer Aniston which has helped to

manager, Falic Fashion Group. “For

collaborating with the celebrity whose

open up new distribution outlets, increase

example, Mexican and Latin American

name appears on the product,” said

market share and bolster the company’s

customers prefer fruity floral fragrances

Röner-Hansen. “For instance, Reb’l Fleur

reputation as a major player in the

that are not as popular in European

by Rihanna is a fragrance that is the result

fragrance industry. The move has been a

markets. When it comes to innovation in

of working closely on product and image

unique learning experience for FFG.

packaging, we’ve seen some amazing new

01 Ajmal believes that by
lowering barriers of entry,
retailers can increase their
product offerings, effectively
target customers and ultimately
bring in more sales.
02 Mäurer & Wirtz has almost
220 years of history to tell: this
is something rare – even in an
overcrowded market.
03 FFG is focused on developing,
distributing and promoting
top-quality fragrances with eyecatching packaging to consumers
around the world.
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elements that can be incorporated on glass.
Additionally, new printing and graphic
features continue to develop.”
Other star products in the FFG range
include the Original Penguin bottle, which
has a vintage, classic look with its flaskshaped glass bottle and modern-looking
stamped ‘Penguin’ logo on the glass. The
cap has an engraved stitching to reflect the
brand’s fashion collection and the cap has a
built-in magnet that ‘clicks’ onto the bottle.
On top of developing a winning image, it
is important to focus on sourcing the best
quality ingredients to attract the attention
of consumers. A good example of this is the
new Arabian Nights by J. del Pozo.
“This new fragrance for women posed a
real challenge to create as its ingredients

04

Patrick Pace:
"Customers are
seeking new
products that
are off the
beaten track,
they don’t want
to be offered
the same
commercial
brands they
can find in
domestic retail."

are natural, which makes it very exclusive,”
said Alejandro Par, international director,
Perfumes Y Diseño (Blue Village F3). It
makes a valuable addition to the company’s

coming from the west are ‘oudhy’ in terms

range of recent launches, which include

of smell, but do not contain the actual

Tous l’eau, Halloween Fever, and RV Pure.

ingredient. We have been working with

Ajmal (Red Village H18) is on a similar

the actual ingredient for many years; we

journey by using oudh as a base for many

even have our own plantations. For us,

of its scents. “Oudh is hot right now as an

Oudh is second nature and it is surprising

ingredient and people want to use that in

at the same time heartening to see how

as many combinations as possible,” said

an ingredient that is so strong is gaining

Abdulla Ajmal, general manager, Ajmal.

worldwide acceptance.”

However, international trends are now

At this year’s exhibition, Ajmal is

catching up with what oriental fragrance
creators such as Ajmal have been selling
for many years.
“The catch is a majority of the fragrances

04 Among the new launches from
Cofinluxe is Imperial Ruby for women
by Parfums Charriol.

launching a unisex fragrance called

lot of brands have realised that the most

Ambre Pimentém, which is a spicy,

important aspect of their product is the

woody, ‘ambery’ accord. It’s hoped this

fragrance and that is why we see simplicity

new launch is set to build on the success

returning to bottle and packaging designs,”

of bestsellers such as Unveil, the Ajmal

said Ajmal. “There are a few players who

Collections Set, Dahn Oudh Al Shams,

still reserve tenacity in terms of design, but

Mukhallat Dahn Al Oudh Moattaq and

largely this isn’t the case anymore.”

Accord Boisé and Accord Violet.
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Also exploring a traditional and authentic

New needs

approach is Mäurer & Wirtz (Green Village

Looking at how the category is developing,

K50), whose latest novelty, Nouveau

suppliers have identified a number of new

Cologne was fittingly launched on 4 July

needs that are emerging.

(4-7-11). A new interpretation of the classic

“Customers are seeking new products that

4711, it is targeted towards a younger

are off the beaten track,” said Patrick Pace,

consumer group. The company is also

international development director, Rancé

showing the entire 4711 umbrella brand:

(Yellow Village H51). “They don’t want to be

4711 Original Eau de Cologne and the

offered the same commercial brands they

aromatherapy concept Acqua Colonia,

can find in domestic retail.” Rancé has been

together with innovative new body care

able to respond to this need by offering rare

products at the show.

perfumes with a long legacy.

“The launch of Nouveau Cologne gave

Cofinluxe (Red Village K35) has noticed

the entire 4711 umbrella brand a true

that consumers seem to want to

kick – it is by far over-performing all our

purchase products that fall into one of

expectations,” said Belinda Ahedo, area

three categories: selective products with

manager international sales, Mäurer &

a selective concept and distribution;

Wirtz. “At this point we can only talk about

selective products with a more achievable

a few weeks of sales experience, but these

concept and extended distribution and,

were outstanding.”

lastly, mass products.

Historically, Mäurer & Wirtz has also

“We try to respond with products and

been setting milestones when it comes to

brands corresponding to these three

packaging design. For instance, the male

categories,” said Jean-Pierre Grivory,

perfume Strellson No. 1 recently received

founder, Cofinluxe. “We stand out from the

the red dot design award for its innovative

crowd with original concepts and distinctive

packaging. The company plans to produce

bottle shapes.”

many more hits such as this. However,

Another supplier championing the selective

others think that this is an added bonus

segment is Ajmal. “Consumers are being

rather than a core sales driver.

extremely selective, and weigh each

“In terms of packaging design, I think a

purchase decision with added scrutiny,”

said Ajmal. “This has been the case for

the industry will continue to thrive.

upcoming events and promotions via micro

young consumers to using selective

the past few years. Even in these testing

“In addition, consumers may be going

sites, Facebook and Twitter, as well as

fragrances, the biggest challenge for

market conditions there are exceptions.

to less department stores and more

celebrity fan sites.”

marketing celebrities is that their

If as an example you have a product that

mid-level retail or discount outlets. Of

customers see the value in buying, both

course, social media is playing a major

The scent revolution

“We have been fortunate in being able to

in terms of the package and the price it

role in today’s society and all companies

In terms of new formats and innovations,

extend the lifecycle of both our Paris Hilton

is selling for, you will be hard pressed to

need to understand and capitalise on the

research suggests that special sets and

and our Jessica Simpson lines because

cope with the demand for the product. How

opportunities among ‘followers’ to directly

additions built around a central idea are

both of these celebrities have managed

do we respond to this? By creating and

engage with one’s target market.”

helping to boost interest.

to extend their personas into other

bringing to market products that have the

If you have a big name on board,

“Fragrance collections like the Paris Hilton

endeavours, such as: accessories, ready to

value built in.”

developing an online following can be

Passport fragrance collection in which we

wear and shoes,” said Röner-Hansen.

More signs that consumers are increasingly

especially rewarding.

launched three fragrances under the same

With numerous new products popping

looking for products with value and meaning

“Consumers are getting their information

brand name, have been a big trend in the

up, it can be a constant challenge. “The

comes from Mäurer & Wirtz. “Especially in

more and more via social media and are

past years,” said Röner-Hansen. “Younger

fragrance world is in constant evolution and

heavily changing times – after the crisis – we

making buying decisions that are influenced

consumers are driving the growth of

new product launches are more frequent,

clearly see that consumers are looking for

by their peers and by the messages they

the celebrity brands and as a result

values they can trust in. This is why we are

receive from their cultural icons, such as

marketing efforts are more focused

experiencing a comeback of the classics,

Rihanna, added Röner-Hansen. “We are

towards this demography.”

such as 4711 Original Eau de Cologne and

responding by keeping consumers aware of

But while celebrity fragrances introduce

popularity is often short-lived.

05 Perfumes Y Diseño promises to keep surprising us
with new perfumes and to captivate new consumers
with better products.

Tabac Original,” said Ahedo.
Shopping habits have changed because of
new technologies. “Many people are starting
to buy on the internet, they are also getting

05

their information through social media and
our duty is to adapt to the new technological
challenges,” said Par. “That’s why we began
our social media this year. It will help us to
be in contact with our final consumers and
get a better idea of their needs.”
The impact of technology and social
media is also playing a key role in how
suppliers develop their businesses. “We
must be conscious of the ever-emerging
e-commerce among consumers,” said Berg.
“Customers are becoming more priceconscious and promotion-driven. However,
fragrance is still essential to a man or
woman’s fashion ensemble and lifestyle, so
TFWA DAILY – 5
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which makes it easy to be ‘disloyal’ to

a travel-sized body product, for instance,

for us to develop a better understanding of

the consumer,” said Par. “This is why we

purchasing a gift set containing those products

the travelling consumer in order to improve

are looking to have some fragrances that

is the only way to obtain them.”

business,” said Ajmal. “We must create

become ‘living classics’, fragrances with

Even more excitement is set to come in

products that are relevant to the consumer

over ten year’s worth of history such as

2012 when Parlux Fragrances will introduce

and deliver on the promise of differentiation

Halloween and Tous Eau de Toilette. One of

the first fragrance from Kanye West, as

and quality. The most important aspect

our biggest challenges is to keep surprising

well as new collections from Paris Hilton

would be to increase distribution in order to

chances – even in a crowded market.

the consumer with high quality perfumes

and Jessica Simpson and the first men’s

provide maximum touch points for product

Arguably, the biggest challenge is to

that respond to their expectations, especially

fragrance collection from American

and consumer interaction.”

identify those breaks and to allocate

in terms of price positioning.”

designer, Vince Camuto – all of which are

The business is full of opportunities and

resources that show the highest potential.

The category is also evolving through the

perfectly suited to promotions.

inclusion of new and niche brands. “We

All this considered, promotions don’t

are witnessing that existing brands are

necessarily put you in a better position than

launching more products that are exclusive

other more selective brands.

to travel retail,” said Ajmal. “Even the

“When you sell rare perfumes, the rationale of

promotions that are being conducted are

having GWP does not exist because customers

specific to the traveller. This is the common

who buy Rancé will not care if the price is

trend, which will grow over time.”

higher and has no gift attached. They favour

Travel-friendly sizes are proving a useful

the uniqueness of our perfumes, as they are

investment, as are line extensions.

not used by everybody,” said Pace.

“Additional products are being created such

Sometimes the biggest challenges

as roller balls and solid perfumes,” said Berg.

can come from within. “Retailers must

“It is critical to diversify and come up with

understand that they must propose

a creative promotion or idea that resonates

something different and not just the top

with the consumer. Ancillary products are

20 commercial brands that make up 80%

also nice additions to the standard Eau de

of their business,” said Pace. “Some

Parfum. Our brands offer additional items,

operators are cowards and do not seize the

including body lotion, shower gel, aftershave

opportunity to bring rare perfumes to store,

balm and deodorants.”

but it is an obligation as their assignment

Bundling these creations together

is to satisfy all the customers visiting their

presents a chance to offer the customer

shops. The challenge is to convince these

even better value.

passive operators to create a special area

“Most brands today bolster their assortment

dedicated to perfumes of excellence and to

by offering gift sets and gifts with purchase

have sales staff who are passionate about

that provide incentives for consumer

these brands.”

purchases,” said Berg. For greater recognition

Ajmal agrees that retailers could take more

and public awareness, it’s also beneficial to

risks. “They are not willing to try something

partner with retailers and media publications

new and are comfortable with the typical

to take part in various promotional activities.

products that they have been retailing for

“Sampling in-store, sponsorship opportunities,

a number of years,” said Ajmal. “For us

and having a presence at special events also

the only way to overcome the challenge is

helps get the fragrance in the face (or nose!) of

to keep presenting them with irresistible

the potential end-user,” said Berg.

products in the hope that one day they will

During the year, Parlux provides gift set

give the products a chance to shine.”

collections and gift-with-purchase promotions.

Being a niche brand, Ajmal’s opportunity for

“The gift set collections are the most effective

growth is tremendous as more operators in

way to stimulate purchases, as they usually

travel retail seek to include brands that will

contain products that are not available as

become exclusive to their realm within a

open-stock retail items,” said Röner-Hansen.

particular country.

“If the customer wants a scented soap or

“As we expand our business, it is imperative

6 – TFWA DAILY

06 Rancé is launching a new scent called Pauline at the
show. The company prides itself on offering high-end
products at affordable prices.
07 Parlux believes it is important to find your niche and
to stay focused on offering quality products and quality
customer service.
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Inside
the beauty
business
While brand image and cost are
important considerations for
anyone looking to purchase a beauty
product, robust evidence to show that
formulations live up to their claims
is increasingly what makes or breaks
a sale. With buzzwords such as ‘stem
cell technology’ and ‘polysaccharides’
appearing on the latest creams and
serums, it’s clear that consumers
have never been so concerned with
the science behind skincare.

01 3LAB’s M Cream is lifting, firming and
replenishing – a star favourite among anti-aging
skin care treatments.

02 Ahava will continue to invest in research and development
in order to provide its customers with effective, skin friendly
products using active natural ingredients from the Dead Sea.

Travellers can wave goodbye to beauty bugbears
such as dehydration and dark circles. Suppliers
are investing huge amounts in research and
development to offer products that suit their
needs. Words Faye Rowe.

innovative ingredients and technologies,”

this success,” added Lehner.

travel, both emotional (disturbed sleep, jet

said Spencer Kanis, president of 3LAB.

There is also a completely new skincare

leg, worry over delays/lost luggage) and

“We pride ourselves on only introducing

line from YSL, which boasts an exclusive

environmental (changes in temperature,

new products when they can truly have

molecule to promote youthful looking skin.

humidity and pollution).

an impact and make a difference in skin

The Biotherm Travel Recharge line, which

Looking to the super-premium end of

health and appearance. We are currently

was designed exclusively for travellers,

the market, La Prairie (Riviera Village

researching and working with some

is another important development. Now

RE6) is unveiling an overnight treatment

ingredients that address inflammation,

available in Europe, the Americas and

called Cellular Power Charge Night to be

one of the primary causes of aging in

Asia, the multi-tasking treatments protect

launched in January 2012. “This will cause

skin, which we hope to incorporate into

the skin from the multiple stresses of

a big bang in the category,” said Maike

future products.”

Kiessling, recent managing director of

Lancôme is also known for blazing a trail

worldwide travel retail and distributor

in anti-ageing solutions and its latest

markets for La Prairie Group. The product

3LAB (Green Village L63), which is well

creation, Visionaire, is set to cause a

known for its cutting edge advancements

huge amount of buzz. “It contains a new

in skincare, is launching two new products

molecule with properties that have not

at the show. Super Eye Treatment uses

been seen since Génifique,” said Stefan

breakthrough stem cell technology and

Lehner, travel retail worldwide Lancôme

bio-engineered growth hormones along

brand director, L’Oreal Luxe (Niveau 5 W1).

with other age-defying ingredients such

The molecule in Visionaire, which is known

as peptide blends, natural plant extracts

as LR2412, is very powerful and penetrates

and anti-oxidants to improve the look of

deep into all layers of the skin. It’s free of

wrinkles, sagging, puffiness and dark

irritants and is 100% active.

circles around the eyes. There’s also

“Génifique has been a huge success for

the BB Cream SPF 40, a sheer tinted

us because people can see it works. We

moisturiser infused with 3LAB’s signature

are still discovering new properties of

bio-engineered growth hormone and apple

the formulation, which is exciting and

stem cell technology to illuminate the skin

the line is performing well above the

while fighting the signs of ageing.

market. We are confident that Visionaire

“We are continually discovering new,

will be as big without cannibalising on

8 – TFWA DAILY
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Spencer
Kanis:
"We pride
ourselves on
only introducing
new products
when they can
truly have an
impact and make
a difference in
skin health and
appearance."

has two compartments, containing two
complementary formulations that get to
work on wrinkles and other signs of ageing.
However, it’s not just scientifically
enhanced formulations, which are paving
the way. Many suppliers are harnessing
the power of natural ingredients to
deliver great results. Ahava (Green
Village M62), for instance, is re-launching
a line called Extreme. The products
contain a blend of climate defying natural
ingredients that help reduce wrinkles and
promote firmness.
“Traditionally our best sellers were hand
creams and body lotions, but in the past few
months, following our rebranding, we’ve
see a steep rise in demand for our facial

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION MONDAY 19 september 2011

Michal Rom:
"All the products we are
developing focus on bringing real
results to the consumers, around
15% of our management is devoted
to research and development and
all our products are rigorously
tested for effectiveness by worldrenowned external laboratories,
such as Dermatest in Germany."
products, especially those in the Extreme

brighter complexion. The result is its new

line,” said Michal Rom, VP international

Perfect Lightening Serum, which is set to

sales, Ahava. Red algae is a key ingredient.

become a big seller. “By studying these

“It grows under the extreme conditions of

active ingredients, we have been able to

the ocean tidal zone and secretes a unique

incorporate them into our formulation

polysaccharide – a natural moisturising

to offer an intensive eight-week beauty

ingredient – to survive. This polysaccharide

treatment programme,” said Nathalie

has excellent cosmetic properties.”

Lamandé, managing director, Condensé

Arrogant oil, derived from the nuts of the

Paris. The company is also launching a

Moroccan arrogant tree, also features.

Creamy Youth Mask in its anti-ageing

“This natural oil, which is extracted by

line within the next few months. “We

hand, is rich in vitamin E and essential fatty

have worked a lot on formulations

acids and is perceived as one of the best

and textures to offer real quality

natural anti-ageing ingredients,” said Rom.

and efficiency to customers,” added

Further research by Condensé Paris

Lamandé. The packaging is also getting

(Green Village H42) has shown that

a more elegant, glamorous makeover in

certain natural active ingredients help

order to give the brand even more of a

fight patchy skin tone and sunspots, for a

boost.

03

Within the colour cosmetics segment,

hand in hand. “All the products we are

Artdeco (Riviera Village RF8) is producing

developing focus on bringing real results

some innovative novelties. “Today’s

to the consumers,” said Rom. “Around 15%

customers are asking for more natural,

of our management is devoted to research

premium ingredients and environmentally

and development and all our products are

friendly products and packaging,”

rigorously tested for effectiveness by world-

said Sandrine Maier, international

renowned external laboratories, such as

public relations, Artdeco. “Our product

Dermatest in Germany.”

development department is already

Artdeco’s goal is to be the first to create

working on an extension of the Pure

a solution to a problem. “Artdeco stands

Minerals line, as well as various product

for individuality and exclusivity as well

ideas to satisfy those special needs.”

as for trends – whether the trend is
created internally, by celebrities or by the

Consumer insights

press, Artdeco will be a part of it faster

With so much being invested in developing

than its competitors,” said Maier. This

groundbreaking new formulations, it

philosophy enables the Artdeco customer

follows that proof of efficacy should go

to obtain the latest, must-have products
at affordable prices and so has helped the

03 Artdeco’s goal is to be the first to create
a solution to a problem. “Artdeco stands for
individuality and exclusivity as well as for trends
– whether the trend is created internally, by
celebrities or by the press, Artdeco will be a part of
it faster than its competitors,” said Maier.

company to establish itself as a colour
cosmetics leader in the selective market
in Germany.
Notably, wealthy Chinese consumers are
becoming more important, not just in Asia

Nathalie Lamandé:
"We have worked a lot on
formulations and textures to
offer real quality and efficiency
to customers. The packaging is
also getting a more elegant,
glamorous makeover in order
to give the brand even more
of a boost."
TFWA DAILY – 11
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04
but in big transit hubs such as Dubai, and at

and events for different international

airports in Paris and along the west coast

markets together with our distributors

of the US, according to Lehner. “Chinese

without losing the values and positioning

travellers are interested in premium

of this unique brand,” said Maier. “We

products, which influences our marketing

invest a lot of time and effort working

mix, so this is something we are keeping

with our partners around the world,

a close eye on,” he said. “They like

and this makes our brand and the

Lancôme, which is good news, especially

daily business more professional

as they are bigger spenders compared

and interesting.”

to other nationalities. We are investing
in Mandarin speaking beauty assistants

A beauty bonus

to cater to them. However, Brazilian and

The good news for everyone involved is

Russian consumers are also increasingly

that the beauty category is generally very

important, so we are focusing on these

dynamic at the moment.

emerging groups too.”

“We are seeing that, on a global level,

“Suppliers have to adapt to travellers,”

spending on skincare is increasing,

agreed La Prairie. “Our wonderful

especially in Asia,” said Lehner. “Here,

Chinese travellers are now coming to

skincare has historically an important

different regions, so we are placing

share in the perfumes and cosmetics

Mandarin-speaking beauty assistants

category and this share is still increasing.”

in certain locations such as Dubai. They

As a result, L’Oréal is working hard to

have iPads with our website in Mandarin

perfect the POS experience.

as well as other languages to help them

“We are a luxury brand so the POS has to

communicate with customers. We have

be spotless and perfect at all times,” said

to adapt as best we can.”

Lehner. “We are using edgier visuals where

Thinking globally but acting locally is

appropriate, compared to what we were

an important tool for keeping as many

using around a year ago.”

people happy as possible. “We need

La Prairie has regular meetings with its

to develop special shades, products

beauty advisors to develop their product
knowledge and make sure that training is

04 For Condensé Paris, TFWA World Exhibition allows
an opportunity to meet new business partners and build
existing networks, as well as to highlight its concept and
range of products.
05 La Prairie opened a new flagship store within the
DFS Galleria Waikiki duty free outlet in Hawaii in July. It
offers bespoke skin care consultations for customers.

up-to-date.
“We make sure that our beauty advisors are
not sitting at the cash desk!” said Kiessling.
“We give them full training and they are
open to ideas and are very entrepreneurial
– we have a great communication.”

05
TFWA DAILY – 15
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Great sales people can really help to bolster
the effects of a great display. This is useful
for La Prairie, which will be running a ‘Never
Look Your Age’ promotion at key airports
from October with its Cellular Power Infusion.
Ahava is implementing dynamic
promotional campaigns throughout the

06

year in order to stimulate sales and
leverage its brand positioning. “We always
focus on supporting our strategic launches
and star products, which of course drive the
growth of our entire portfolio of products,”
said Rom. “For example, when we launched
the Ahava brand in Sephora stores in
France, we focused on promotions in the
Champs Elysées store. Our animation
included a special decoration of a
Sephora mini-corner (a promotional area
with high exposure and traffic) where
store visitors were invited to discover the
brand universe and receive a free express
treatment. During this promotion, a huge
number of samples were handed out by
Ahava beauty assistants to encourage
people to make a purchase.”
At the end of the day, as well as causing a
buzz, the activity helped to increase brand
awareness and support sales. However,
communicating its brand on a relatively
small budget is still one of the company’s
biggest challenges. “This has been tough
throughout our history and became
exceptionally challenging this year with
the rebranding process,” said Rom. “We
are overcoming this by investing our

07
budgets wisely and seeking the most
effective ways to communicate our brand
message to our consumers.”
For example, Ahava is giving its distributors

06 Lancôme Visionaire is pegged as the skin care
launch of the season.
07 Artdeco’s advice is to “define your strategy, stick to
your guns and innovate, innovate, innovate”.

the right tools to promote the brand at the
point of sale, with samples, leaflets, digital

following and editorial coverage.”

media and attractive GWPs. Developing a

Increasing interaction via social media

personal approach that is communicated

is also high up on Artdeco’s agenda. The

through all its marketing materials and

company is also pushing forward with

a language based on “you and me” which

new innovations such as Pure Minerals.

makes an emotional connection with

“The end-consumer always expects better

shoppers is proving extremely successful.

value and we are trying to fulfil those

3LAB is also a fan of sampling. “Once

expectations,” said Maier.

we get the product into the hands of

With any new ventures, it is crucial to be

consumers, they love it and often return

clear about what you stand for as a brand.

to buy it,” said Kanis. “We pride ourselves

“You should be able to sum up in one

on delivering on our promises, which

sentence who you are and what you stand

customers appreciate. So, we encourage

for, and then the customer can decide if it

retailers to provide sampling opportunities

is right for them,” said Kiessling. La Prairie

as much as possible.”

is now developing a line of products to

As Lehner said: “We work hard to create

combat the number one skin enemy: the

attractive product displays, but at the end

sun. “We all know that being in the sun is

of the day the consumer goes home with

bad, but still we need to educate more,”

the product and if it doesn’t stand up to the

she added. This anti-ageing sun care line

promise then you won’t succeed. Even the

is being shown here in Cannes before its

best marketing concept in the world won’t

official launch in March 2012.

win through if the product doesn’t work.”

“Innovation is important, but that doesn’t
mean you have to create a new product every

16 – TFWA DAILY

Future-proofing the category

three months,” warned Lehner. “We are still

Keeping business buoyant takes meticulous

recruiting new consumers with Génifique,

planning and a dose of good fortune.

which was launched two years ago.”

“We hope to reach more consumers by

However, consumers can look forward to a

expanding sampling opportunities and

new Hypnôse mascara, which creates a ‘doll

creating more awareness,” said Kanis.

eye’ style gaze, and buyers here at the show

“We have recently implemented a social

will also get a glimpse of new launches

media programme and are focusing more

happening up to six months in advance.

on online outreach which is creating an

“You have to find your own direction to

increased ‘buzz’ about 3LAB. We plan to

thrive in travel retail,” said Lehner. “Finding

continue with that and nurture our celebrity

success is hard work and that’s no secret.”
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Eco-friendly
fragrances

Sweet
scents

Among the lines being presented by Beauty

interact and play a crucial role in the project,

San Spa is the CoSTUME NATIONAL Gift

while a part of the turnover is donated to

Collection 2011.

the campaign. The consumer can also get

CoSTUME NATIONAL supports the ‘Plant

additional bath products free of charge.

for the Planet – Billion Tree Campaign’,

The Gift Scent Intense 100ml comprises a

whose objective is to plant at least one

100ml EDP, 100ml Eco Deodorant and 300ml

billion trees worldwide each year. The

Moisturizing Shower Cream. The product

campaign is coordinated by the United

has a recommended price point of 1105.

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).

Also available is the Gift Scent Intense

The Plant for the Planet gift collection is

50ml, which includes a 50ml version of the

based on seven coffret, which are available

fragrance and a 100ml Moisturizing Shower

in the following fragrances: Intense,

Cream, and has a price point of 175.

metallic zip box. The two products – one for

Hommes, PoP Collection, 21 and Gloss.

boys and one for girls – each contain one 50ml

The gift collection allows the consumer to

Blue Village A6

bottle and make for a perfect gift for any child.
The Barbie EDT 30ml is also being presented,
as is the new Barbie Glamorous Miniatures.
The former is presented in a beautiful
cylindrical box, which can be used to store

Air Val International is launching a range

trinkets, while the latter comprises 3 x

of new children’s fragrances at this year’s

10ml scents, along with lipgloss and a box

TFWA World Exhibition.

with mirror.

Exclusive to travel retail will be the Fairies

Among the other innovations also being

Metallic Box. The attractive box contains

presented is the Princess Gift Set, which

two 10ml fragrances, along with hair clips

includes a 15ml EDT, necklace with a

and lipgloss.

lipgloss locket and purse.

Alongside this will be the Mickey and Minnie
EDT 50ml, which are presented in a fun

Green Village M50

ILLUSION D'OMBRE –
'intangible colours'
At the heart of the CHANEL Fall 2011

Illusoire: ‘a grey-tinged taupe’

make-up collection, the new Illusion

Epatant: ‘a grey-shadowed khaki’

d’Ombre eyeshadow “interprets the
richness of a world of precious materials

The shades can be custom-applied to

and intangible colours”.

create the desired intensity, the applicator

The long-lasting, ultra-light and silky cream

brush with tapered bristles allowing for

texture eyeshadows come in six shades:

precise make-up at the corner of the eye,
can also be used for eyeliner application

Fantasme: ‘an iridescent white’
Mirifique: ‘every nuance of black’
Emerveillé: ‘a tender peach’
Ebloui: ‘a brown smouldering with red’
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with the dark shades.

Ambassadeurs
Village V11
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Smokin '
hot

Elegantly
seductive

fragrances & COSMETICS supplement

vetiver, oud, sandalwood and musk.
The elegantly seductive fragrance is
beautifully presented in a contemporary,
smokey, grey bottle that features the
distinctive Aigner horsehoe motif. The
bottle is designed to perfectly capture the
character of the scent.

Too Faced Cosmetics is showcasing its new

Designer Parfums is presenting Aigner

There is also an Aigner No 1 Bath & Body

Shadow Insurance & Smokey Eye Collection

No 1 – the new masculine fragrance

Collection, which features a refreshing

at TFWA World Exhibition. Shadow Insurance

from Aigner. It is described as undeniably

Deodorant Spray and a richly, luxurious

is said to transform any eye shadow

masculine, with a woody, dense, leathery

Bath & Shower Gel.

formulation into a blendable, intensified

scent softened by fresh accords. Cedar

The range includes a 30ml, 50ml and 100ml

version of itself. There is also said to be no

leaves, bergamot and pepper capture the

Eau de Toilette, a 100ml after shave lotion,

smudging, creasing, melting or fading. The

high notes, while the powerful middle layer

a 150ml deodorant spray and a 200ml

eye brow products stay on all day. Shadow

of ginger, cinnamon and geranium adds

shower gel with box.

Insurance has a retail price of $18.

texture and depth. The whole infusion is

The Smokey Eye Collection has a ‘Smokin’

given character and strength with bold

Yellow Village E36

hot’ effect. It is a collection of nine
complementary shades that are a perfect
palette of wearable, smokey eye options
for day and night. The pigment-rich, highperforming shadows offer an essential
range of hues and textures from velvety
mattes to silky shimmers. There are also

Classic
scent

how-to lesson cards that offer step-by-step
application instructions for creating smokey
eyes in minutes. The Smokey Eye Collection

Oilily is showcasing the new Oilily Classic

has a retail price of $36.

range. Oilily Classic is a fragrance for

Golden Village GO17

girls and young women. It is a fresh,
contemporary fragrance with notes of
Sicilian mandarins and Spanish limes. The
slightly flowery middle notes of jasmine,
cyclamen and lily of the valley merge
with hints of melon, peach, plum, apple
and raspberry. Base notes of Indonesian
sandalwood, Serbian oakmoss and
Indonesian vetiver complete the fresh,
flowery fragrance.
The design of the packaging consists of a
lavish flower design combined with a bold
and colourful check. A fairy-like figure
adorns the heart of the packaging. The
bottle, meanwhile, is lavishly decorated

75ml. The boxes each have their own

200ml Bath & Shower Gel, and 200ml

with flowers, leaves and hearts.

design in red, night blue and soft pink.

Shower Foam.

Oilily Classic Eau de Parfum is available

In addition to the Eau de Parfum, the

in three different sizes – 30ml, 50ml and

range includes a 200ml Body Lotion,

Blue Village F26

For Him
and For
Her
Luciano Soprani is launching new
fragrances for her and for him. Luciano
Soprani for Him is a fresh, floral, woody
fragrance, with top notes of bergamot,

bean, adding refinement to the perfume.

lemon and kumquat. The heart comprises

Luciano Soprani for Her is a chypre,

watery notes, rosemary and violet blossom,

floral, musk fragrance, with top notes of

and the base notes are patchouli, tonka

red berries, green leaves and nashi. The

bean and vetiver.

heart includes peony, jasmine and ylang

The zesty freshness of Mediterranean

ylang, while the base notes include musk,

citrus fruits, such as bergamot, lemon and

patchouli, amber, vanilla and heliotrope.

tangerine, mixes with the sea smells of

The fragrance is described as an elixir

Marina Blue is the new fragrance from

violette, lotus and watery accords. The base

the aquatic accord. Meanwhile, the floral

opening with lively, fresh-spicy touches,

Parfums Marina de Bourbon. It is described

notes are cedar wood, ambrox and musk.

smells of violet mix up in a contrast with

and a white flower bouquet. The sensual

as a pure, elegant and delicate floral

The 30ml EDP spray has a retail price of

the aromatic character of rosemary. The

amber and vanilla are enlivened by the

fragrance that expresses freshness, youth

138, the 50ml EDP spray is 155 and the

elegant vetiver notes in the dry down take

sweetness of the musky dry down.

and modernity. The top notes are lemon,

100ml EDP spray 173.

the characteristic and piercing hearty smell
of patchouli and the ferny aroma of tonka

Red Village L20

Floral fragrance

pear, green apple and watery fruits. The
middle notes are freesia, lily of the valley,

Riviera Village RG7
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A classic
reborn

de mai, cinnamon and carnation. The base
notes comprise amber, oakmoss, coumarin,
patchouli, tonka bean and clary sage.
Although the original design of the bottle
has been retained, the classic crystal
bottle has also been modernised to make
it look more masculine and modern. The

Visitors to the Alyssa Ashley stand will have

Zamac cap is consistent with the original

the opportunity to preview Fougère Royale –

design and it features the engraved name

the classic male fragrance which has been

‘Houbigant’ in an art déco font.

revived by House of Houbigant in an elegant

To celebrate the rebirth of the fragrance,

and contemporary style.

a Perfume Extract version is also offered,

The scent features top notes of bergamot,

consistent with the product originally sold

Mediterranean herbs, lavender and

in 1882.

chamomile, which are complemented by
heart notes of rondeletia, geranium, rose

heightened, more personal dimension to

Wild
Bluebell
blooms in
September

these moments, allowing us to feel and
experience more deeply.”

Enchanting massage

The new Tommy Hilfiger Eau de Prep
scents are the finishing touches to the
looks designed for the new Spring/

Institut Karite Paris has 90 original

Summer 2011 Tommy Hilfiger Prep World

references of cosmetic skincare based

collection. According to Hilfiger: “The new

on Shea Butter. The cosmetic features

fragrances celebrate the classic, iconic

of Shea Butter are based on rich and

Tommy and Tommy Girl scents but with a

exceptional vitamins that provide the skin’s

Estée Lauder is showcasing several new

new, preppy twist.”

essential needs: vitamins A and D for skin

fragrances in Cannes, with most available

Meanwhile, The World of Jo Malone

revitalisation, vitamin E for reoxygenating and

from September/October 2011.

has now introduced long-awaited Wild

vitamin F for elasticity.

The just-unveiled Estée Lauder Sensuous

Bluebell. The very-English campaign

Institut Karite Paris is presenting the new

Nude is characterised as a Woody Musk

borrows strong associations with Alice in

Enchanting Massage, which mixes Shea Oil

fragrance. Commenting on “Sensuous

Wonderland – Wild Bluebell herself is a

with grapeseed oil for what is said to be a

Nude’s powerful yet direct, minimal

Victorian-era girl “who lets nature run riot

true sensation of well-being and relaxation.

construction”, Karyn Khoury, Estée Lauder’s

for all the right reasons”.

Derived from Shea Butter, Shea Oil has the

SVP corporate, fragrance development
worldwide, said: “The intimacy of touch
and the connection to bare skin brings a

Green Village J54
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same quality and it instantly penetrates
the epidermis thanks to its fluidity. Shea
Oil protects, moisturises, nourishes and
rejuvenates sensitive skins.
Enchanting Massage is available in three
references: without perfume, almond & honey,
and vanilla. It provides moisture, perfume and
softness and has a retail price of 129.50.

Blue Village E3

The Smurfs Fragrances
Great as a gift for children, First American

Smurfs,” said Antonio Lemma, CEO of FAB.

Brands’ The Smurfs Fragrances come in six

The fragrance bottles are in the shape of

Smurf characters: Papa, Smurfette, Grouchy,

an elixir or potion bottle and the packaging

Gutsy, Clumsy and Brainy – five unisex

range also includes six different tin can

fragrances, and one exclusively for girls.

sets, which are in the shape of a classical

“The scents are fresh and inviting for children,

mushroom Smurfs’ house.

and capture a playful aurora of youth, a great
connection to the energetic world of The
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